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Abstract

A small cogeneration system based on a Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) fed on the renewable energy source biogas is presented. An existing

farm biogas production site (35 m3 per day), currently equipped with a SOFC demonstration stack, is taken for reference. A process flow

diagram was defined in a software package allowing to vary system operating parameters like the fuel inlet composition, reforming

technology, stack temperature and stack current (or fuel conversion). For system reforming simplicity, a base case parameter set was defined as

the fuel inlet of 60% CH4:40% CO2 mixed with air in a 1:1 ratio, together with 800 8C operating temperature and 80% fuel conversion. A

model stack, consisting of 100 series elements of anode supported electrolyte cells of 100 cm2 each, was calculated to deliver 3.1 kWel and

5.16 kWth from an input of 1.5 N m3/h of biogas (8.95 kW LHV), corresponding to 33.8 and 57.6% electrical and thermal efficiencies (Lower

Heating Values (LHVs)), respectively. The incidence on the efficiencies of the model system was examined by the variation of a number of

parameters such as the CO2 content in the biogas, the amount of air addition to the biogas stream, the addition of steam to the fuel inlet, the air

excess ratio l and the stack operating temperature, and the results discussed.
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1. Introduction

Biogas fuel, despite attractive advantages of being indi-

genous, local, versatile and renewable, remains a largely

underexploited energy source. Solid Oxide Fuel Cell

(SOFC) cogenerators, owing to their modularity and relative

insensitivity to microcontaminants that biogas may contain,

could substantially upgrade the value of this fuel. The

number of SOFC units in the 5–500 kW range that can be

installed on farms, landfill sites, sewage treatment plants,

organic solid waste digesters or organic liquid effluent

treatment sites is potentially enormous [1].

An example of a SOFC-biogas combined small heat and

power system is considered here. An existing family-farm

site (located in Lully, Switzerland) produces biogas from

livestock (20 cattle units) at a current typical rate of 35 m3

per day, sufficient to satisfy the electrical and heating needs

for the entire estate. Normally equipped with a small cogen-

eration gas engine (5 kWel, electrical efficiency 17% and

thermal efficiency 73%, Lower Heating Values (LHVs)), a

Sulzer HEXIS SOFC module (1 kWel class) has recently

been taken in operation on the site, for demonstration and

investigation purposes [2,3].

The present document performs the energy balance ana-

lysis on such a system, in order to assess conversion efficien-

cies of biogas by SOFCs, as a function of the variation of

adjustable operating parameters such as reforming conditions,

air excess rate, SOFC stack temperature, imposed stack

current (equivalent to the fuel conversion rate), etc.

In order to exploit the site with a single stack, a number of

modifications are proposed in the model with respect to the

stack operated on site (limited to 1 kWel, whereas the site

produces around 9 kWtotal). These simple modifications are

the increase in cell number (from 50 in the existing unit to

100 in the model unit) and the improvement of single cell

performance in the model, by choosing anode supported

electrolyte cell technology instead of electrolyte supported

cells (installed on site). The former can deliver double the

performance of the latter, at similar temperature levels.

The installed reformer technology on site is the same as that

used for natural gas, i.e. steam reforming (Eq. (1)) at a steam-

to-carbon ratio of 2. In the model, partial oxidation reforming

(Eq. (2)) with air (POX) will mainly be considered as alter-

native option, for reasons of balance-of-plant simplicity.

CH4 þ H2O , 3H2 þ CO (1)
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CH4 þ 1
2

O2 ) 2H2 þ CO (2)

2. System model

2.1. Process flow model

A schematic overview of the considered system is

depicted in Fig. 1. Freely adjustable input parameters are

indicated in bold in the figure. ‘‘Q’’ represents exchanged

heating power (in kJ/s or kW), ‘‘W’’ represents mechanical

or electrical power (kW).

The biogas input is considered as a mixture of methane,

CH4, and carbon dioxide, CO2, the total flow of which is

fixed (N m3/h) and the ratio of which can be chosen (usually

60% CH4:40% CO2 by volume). Reforming agents, either

water or air, or both, can be added to the biogas, in adjustable

quantities (ratio S:C, steam-to-methane ratio, and ratio air

flow:biogas flow (v/v)). This necessitates knowledge of the

actual methane content in the biogas stream. On site, the

biogas composition (analysis of CH4, CO2 and H2S con-

tents) is continuously monitored.

Biogas and oxidant air can be chosen to be compressed; in

reality, for a very small system as the oneconsidered here, only

blowers are installed, to give inlet pressures of 1.05–1.1 bar.

Owing to process flow definition, W1 and W2 take account of

steam compression (flux ‘‘9’’) as well, when required.

All fuel side inlet streams are preheated to reformer

temperature, mixed and reacted over a reformer catalyst

(in this case located close to the hot fuel cell stack), at a fixed

temperature, Treformer. The reformer outlet stream (number

‘‘11’’ in Fig. 1) is then finally, when necessary, further

brought to the stack operating temperature level, Tstack, as

anode zone inlet.

The air flow circulated to the cathodes is determined by

the chosen air excess ratio, l, taking into account the air

already mixed with the fuel for partial oxidation reforming

(stream ‘‘4’’, determined by the chosen air:biogas ratio).

‘‘Air’’ is defined as the mixture of 0.79 N2/0.21 O2 at 60%

relative humidity. It is preheated to stack temperature (15)

where it is separated into (i) the oxygen stream (16) passing

through the solid electrolyte to the anode zone and (ii) the

cathode exit or air excess stream (17).

The SOFC stack itself is represented by a reactor combin-

ing the reformer outlet stream (12) and the permeated

oxygen stream from the cathode (16), to produce the anode

outlet stream (18). The reactions considered to take place in

this reactor are steam reforming (Eq. (1), at equilibrium),

water gas shift (Eq. (3), equilibrium) and fuel oxidation

(Eq. (4), conversion, i.e. elimination of all oxygen):

CO þ H2O , H2 þ CO2 (3)

CO þ H2 þ O2 ) H2O þ CO2 (4)

The isothermal stack (Tstack) produces electrical dc power

and heat (Q9 in Fig. 1).

Anode outlet (18) and cathode outlet (17) are combined

in a post-combustion zone, where the remaining fuel frac-

tion ð1 � ufÞ is converted to products. The post-combustor

Fig. 1. Process flow diagram of the considered SOFC system fed on biogas mixtures.
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is therefore defined as a mass balance reactor where all

carbon and hydrogen species are present only in the final

form of CO2 and H2O, respectively. The heat liberated in

this zone is allowed to be transferred to the exhaust, giving

raise to an equivalent ‘‘Tadiab’’ (Fig. 1), or highest system

exhaust temperature, which is a computed value. The total

heat available in this exhaust is recovered in Q10 (cooled

down to the temperature and state ‘‘Tout, vap’’, e.g. 90 8C
vapour, of the chimney reject stream ‘‘20’’) and Q11, the

heat flux in the chimney reject stream with respect to the

environment (15 8C, 1 bar, vapour state). The same condi-

tions (15 8C, 1 bar) are chosen at all inlet streams, allowing

to perform the energy balance (LHV) on the system cycle.

The balance of all heat sources (here: Q9, Q10, Q11) and

heat sinks (here: Q1 to Q8), subtracted by the heat released

to the environment (Q11), allows to obtain the cogeneration

heat available. The latter value, as well as the electrical

power from the stack, is related to the fuel input (LHV of

methane in biogas) to obtain the cogeneration thermal and

electrical efficiency values (%), respectively. The latter,

eELEC, is corrected for the mechanical power used in

compression (blowers W1 to W3) to obtain net dc efficiency.

The former, eCOGEN, should in principle be corrected for

heat loss of the system to the environment; these have been

estimated by convection and radiation to amount to below

1% for a well-insulated system [4], so are not considered

here. ‘‘Ideal’’ cogeneration thermal efficiency (LHV) is

thus reported.

2.2. Electrochemical model

The stream of oxygen transferred through the electrolyte

from cathode to anode (16) is determined by the fuel

utilisation, which could be chosen as a fixed value. Alter-

natively and equivalently, the imposed stack current can be

chosen, with the fuel utilisation then computed based on the

fuel input, using Faraday’s law. This situation corresponds

to the operation reality of a fuel cell, where the output

current is directly controllable rather than the fuel utilisa-

tion. The unknown oxygen and air streams (mol/s) ‘‘4’’,

‘‘13’’, ‘‘16’’ and ‘‘19’’ are obviously strongly interrelated

and calculated by the following set of simultaneous equa-

tions:

‘‘16’’ðtransfered O2;mol=sÞ ¼ Istack � Ncells

4F
(5)

‘‘4’’ðairflow fuel side;mol=sÞ ¼ ‘‘1’’ � rair=biogas

¼ ‘‘1’’ � rO2=CH4

1 þ ð0:79=0:21Þ
1 þ ðfCO2

=ð1 � fCO2
ÞÞ (6)

‘‘13’’�‘‘19’’ðstoichiometric O2;mol=sÞ

¼ ‘‘16’’

uf
¼ 2ð1 � fCO2

Þ � ‘‘1’’ þ ‘‘7’’ � ‘‘4’’ (7)

lðair excess valueÞ ¼ ‘‘4’’ þ ‘‘13’’

‘‘4’’ þ ð‘‘13’’ � ‘‘19’’Þ (8)

Electrical power output from the stack is calculated from the

available Gibbs free enthalpy flow (kW), from which the

irreversible losses are subtracted:

electrical dc power ¼ ð�D _GstackÞ � electrical losses (9)

D _Gstack ¼ ð _G18 þ _G17Þ � ð _G15 þ _G12Þ ¼ _G18 � ð _G16 þ _G12Þ
(10)

electrical losses

¼ Rohmic;stack � I2
stack þ ðZcathode þ ZanodeÞ � Ncells � Istack

(11)

In Eq. (11), a differentiation between total ohmic loss and

non-ohmic losses (electrode polarisation Z), at the cathode

and anode interfaces, was made. The latter are obtained from

empirical expressions, fitted to experimental current over-

potential data measured individually on the cathode and

anode materials, and which resemble Butler–Volmer equa-

tions:

j ¼ j0;anode exp
2F

RT
Zanode

� �
� exp � F

RT
Zanode

� �� �

j ¼ j0;cathode exp
F

2RT
Zcathode

� �
� exp � F

2RT
Zcathode

� �� �

(12)

with

j0;anode¼
RTsanode

3F
; sanode¼s0;anode � exp �EA;anode

RT

� �

j0;cathode¼
2RTscathode

F
; scathode¼s0;cathode � exp �EA;cathode

RT

� �

(13)

and where the pre-exponential factors s0 and the activation

energies EA are empirical constants.

Ohmic losses are obtained as a sum of the in-house

empirically measured loss (O cm2) at the metallic intercon-

nect-anode (RICA) contact and interconnect-cathode (RICC)

contact, as well as the specific ohmic single cell resistance

(O cm2). The first two (RICA, RICC) vary little as a function

of temperature and are thus taken as constant. The third is

taken from the known (and in-house measured) Arrhenius

relation of the 8YSZ (yttria-stabilised zirconia) electrolyte

resistivity,

s8YSZ�electrolyte ¼s0;8YSZ�electrolyte � exp �EA;8YSZ�electrolyte

RT

� �

(14)

corrected by a current collection factor fCC [5,6], taken here

as a constant (amounting to 4). We find indeed consistently

that the measured ohmic loss on single cells of anode

supported electrolyte SOFC, are about a factor 3–5 larger

than the value expected from the electrolyte resistivity

alone [7], owing to the geometry of current collection.
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We therefore have:

RcellðO cm2Þ ¼ RICA þ RICC þ fCC � R8YSZ�electrolyte

Rohmic;stack ¼ Rcell � Ncells

cell area ðcm2Þ
(15)

Values for all the constants used in the relations (11)–(15)

are summarised in Table 1.

The final two useful values obtained from the algorithm

are the cell operating voltage Ucell and current density j,

j ðA=cm2Þ ¼ Istack

cell area
(16)

Ucell ¼
Ustack

Ncells

; where Ustack ¼ electrical dc power

Istack

(17)

3. Experimental

The algorithm was implemented into the software pack-

age, VALITM, from the company BELSIM SA (Liège,

Belgium). VALITM is a data reconciliation programme

originally developed for the chemical process industry.

The system depicted in Fig. 1 is entirely defined by a set

of 134 equations. For the purpose of the present system

study, VALITM was here furthermore interfaced with

MATLABTM, to allow to specify a variation range of a

specific operating parameter with a discrete increment; the

resulting system output is then calculated for each incre-

mental value of the varied input parameter in each iteration,

and stored in an output file for graphical consultation.

Typical input variables for the considered system (indicated

in bold in Fig. 1) were the air:biogas ratio in the fuel (degree

of POX reforming), the biogas CO2 content, the air excess

ratio l, the reformer and stack temperatures, and the stack

operation current. The output parameters of interest were

the (net) electrical eELEC and (ideal) thermal cogeneration

efficiency eCOGEN, the various exchanged heat fluxes Q, and

the gas composition at different locations in the process

flow.

The present model shows a number of shortcomings, the

first one being the assumption of isothermal reformer and

stack operation. In reality, these subunits can cool or heat

locally owing to kinetics and thermal inertia. Second, no

diffusion overpotential (or current limitation due to mass

transfer) was taken into account (like, e.g. in [8]). These

simplifications will be corrected in a more improved model

in future. Nevertheless, experimental short-stack results with

our anode supported electrolyte cells have shown outputs on

the order of 0.25 W/cm2 at 800 8C up to at least 80% fuel

conversion, uf, without any sign of mass transfer limitation

(Fig. 2).

An example of the biogas composition monitored on site

where the SOFC demonstration stack is operated is given in

Fig. 3. It appears that for such a small, family-operated

installation, where organic substrate is filled batchwise in

one of four digesters connected in parallel to the biogas

production line, the composition may vary substantially. In

particular, it is evident how after filling of a new batch (one

of the four digesters opened, filled with substrate, and closed

again), air intake into the gas mixture lowers the methane

and carbon dioxide content simultaneously (day 92 on

Table 1

Cell parameters and empirical electrochemical constants used in Eqs. (11)–

(15)

Parameter Symbol Value

Cell number Ncells 100

Cell area A 100 cm2

Pre-exponential factor s0, anode 433033 S/cm

Pre-exponential factor s0, cathode 61527821 S/cm

Pre-exponential factor s0, electrolyte 372.33 S/cm2

Activation energy EA, anode 115781 J/mol

Activation energy EA, cathode 157659 J/mol

Activation energy EA, electrolyte 79535 J/mol

Current collection correction factor fCC 4

Contact loss interconnect-anode RICA 0.03 O cm2

Contact loss interconnect-cathode RICC 0.10 O cm2 Fig. 2. Experimental characteristic of anode supported electrolyte five-cell

stack with H2 fuel at 800 8C, showing no evidence of mass transfer

limitation up to 80% fuel conversion ðeELEC ¼ 34%Þ.

Fig. 3. Biogas composition variation monitored on-line at a Swiss farm

site, where an SOFC demonstration system is operated.
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stream in Fig. 3), to recover after about 1 day. Simulta-

neously, an important transient in H2S is observed, reaching

a peak of 700 ppm (owing to fresh liquid manure added from

the farm animals) to only very slowly (2 weeks) be reduced

to around 100 ppm, which was the typical content in stable

operation, until the next batch refill. Averaged over a current

monitoring period of 7 months, CH4 content averages out to

around 57% for this particular site.

For other, larger sites (100 kWel), in particular sewage

treatment plants, composition is both more stable and richer

in methane (Table 2).

4. Results

To assess the behaviour of the generic SOFC-biogas

system schematically drawn in Fig. 1, in particular the

efficiencies as a function of input parameters accessible

by a fuel cell system operator, a base model case or reference

case was defined. The fixed input parameters of this base

model case are given in Table 3, together with the range over

which one such parameter was varied while keeping all

others constant as in the base case.

The base case model parameter set was chosen for the

condition where reforming of average biogas (60–40%

CH4–CO2, see Table 2) with an equal volume flow of air

(1.5 N m3/h), i.e. rO2=CH4
¼ 0:21=0:6 ¼ 0:35, is free of car-

bon deposition risk. Under these conditions, the thermo-

dynamical limit of carbon formation (graphite) from the

mixture lies at around 740 8C. The fuel input of 1.5 N m3/h

corresponds roughly to the actual farm biogas production on

site (35 m3 per day at 15 8C).

For the base case, the obtained system output parameters

are given in Tables 4 and 5.

5. Discussion

5.1. Reference case

Fig. 4 displays the stack electrical output, as a function of

current, of the model system. Resemblance to the slope and

shape of the experimental voltage–current behaviour using

anode supported electrolyte cells (Fig. 2) is satisfactory, the

main difference lying in the open circuit voltage (OCV).

Indeed, the model assumes perfectly sealed cells whereas the

measurement from Fig. 2 was effectuated in a seal-less set-

up, leading to an OCV per cell about 0.05 V below the

theoretical value. Net electrical dc efficiency amounts to

33.8% at 80% fuel utilisation, for the model system. Existing

Sulzer HEXIS 1 kWel systems, operated on natural gas,

presently reach an electrical efficiency of 35% (dc, LHV)

[9]. Cogeneration thermal efficiency (eCOGEN) varies in

opposite fashion to the electrical efficiency (eELEC), from

91.4% (zero current) down to 57.6% (55 A). Total efficiency

ðeCOGEN þ eELECÞ remains constant at 91.5%, the 8.5% loss

corresponding to the heat flux sent up the chimney to the

environment (�0.77 kW).

A comment to the ‘‘Gibbs cell voltage’’ VG (Table 4),

0.987 V, is useful, in order to avoid confusion with the

Nernst voltage, E. From Table 4, we see that the Gibbs free

enthalpy flow of the stack reaction (Eq. (10)) amounts to

�3.117 � 2:494 kW ¼ �5.611 kW. This is brought in rela-

tion to the cell voltage by

VG ¼ �ðD _Gstack=NcellsÞ½W

nF½C=mol
 � ðfuel flow½mol=s
=NcellsÞ½A
 (18)

Table 2

Measured averaged biogas compositions of different production sites

(Switzerland)

Site Type CH4

(vol.%)

CO2

(vol.%)

O2 þ N2

(vol.%)

H2S

(ppm)

1 Farm 57.0 41.0 2 100

2 Farm 62.9 36.1 1 200

3 Sewage 64.5 34.5 1 <2

4 Sewage 61.5 38.3 0.2 <1

Table 3

Variable system parameters, with indication of the value set chosen for a reference case, and of the value range for input parameter variation while keeping all

others constant

Parameter Symbol Base case Range

Fuel input ‘‘1’’ 1.5 N m3/h Constant

Gas streams inlet temperature ‘‘1’’, ‘‘4’’, ‘‘7’’, ‘‘13’’ 15 8C Constant

Carbon dioxide content in biogas fCO2
0.4 0.2–0.65

Steam-to-methane ratio rS/C 0 0–2

Oxygen-to-methane ratio (POX) rO2=CH4
0.35 0.3–0.6

Reformer temperature Treformer 800 8C 700–800 8C
Stack temperature Tstack 800 8C 700–1000 8C
Air excess ratio l 3 1–7

Fuel utilisation uf 0.8 Calculated

Stack operating current Istack uf�‘‘1’’ ¼ 57 A 0–60 A

Exhaust reject state Tout, vap 90 8C, vapour Constant

Gas inlet pressures P 1.05 bar 1–3 bar
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The fuel flow (in mol/s) is obtained from the biogas flow

(1.5 N m3/h), the methane fraction (0.6) and the conversion

factor from N m3/h to mol/s (1 mol ¼ 22.4 l), to give

111.52 mmol CH4 per cell in the 100-cell stack. The correct

charge number, n, which would be 8 for pure CH4 (8F mole

electrons exchanged per mole of CH4 fuel) is obtained from

the considerations that (i) part of the CH4 fuel inlet is already

chemically converted by the POX reaction in the reformer,

and that (ii) only the fraction uf (0.8) of this converted fuel is

actually available for transformation to electrical current.

The first correction factor is obtained from the O2:CH4 ratio

in the inlet mixture: this ratio being 2 for full conversion

(total oxidation to CO2, n ¼ 0), and 0.35 for the present fuel

mixture (Table 3, base case), the correction is given by

ð2 � 0:35Þ=2 ¼ 0:825. In other words, an electrical current

efficiency drop of 17.5% with respect to pure CH4 or pure

biogas feed (without air addition) is inherent with the chosen

inlet composition. The equivalent charge number n from

Eq. (18) thus amounting to 8 � 0:825 � 0:8 ¼ 5:28, we

confirm the value for VG as

VG ¼ 56:11 W

ð5:28F � 0:00011152ÞA
¼ 0:987 V

On the other hand, the Nernst voltage is obtained from

considering the Gibbs free enthalpy from the stoichiometric

combustion reaction

CH4 þ H2 þ CO þ 3O2 ! 3H2O þ 2CO2 (19)

for which DG8 (800 8C) is calculated from standard thermo-

dynamic data-tables to �1178.2 kJ/mol. This leads to a

standard Nernst potential for this reaction of DG8/12F

(12 electrons exchanged in reaction (19)) or 1.018 V. The

cell potential, E, at non-standard concentrations is then

calculated by considering

DGtotal ¼ DG
total þ RT ln K or E ¼ E þ RT

12F
ln K�1

where

K�1 ¼
pCH4;anode � pH2;anode � pCO;anode � p3

O2;cathode

p3
H2O;anode � p2

CO2;anode

1

p0

� �1

¼
cCH4

� cH2
� cCO � c3

O2

c3
H2Oc2

CO2

p

p0

� �1

(20)

Taking the proper molar fractions at anode (Table 5)

and cathode side (cO2;cathode inlet ¼ 0:21, cO2;cathode outlet ¼
0:21ð1 � uf=lÞ) for the relevant species produces then cell

equilibrium voltages, e.g. of 1.041 V at open circuit and of

0.865 V at 80% utilisation. Note that the latter value is

Table 4

Output parameters for the SOFC-biogas system, considering the reference

case

Parameter Symbol Value

Inlet fuel energy flow (LHV) Flux ‘‘1’’ 8.947 kW

Stack voltage Ustack 54.85 V

(0.5485 V per cell)

Stack current Istack 56.82 A

(0.5682 A/cm2)

Stack power ELEC �3.117 kW

(0.312 W/cm2)

Total compressor work W1 þ W2 þ W3 0.094 kW

Net electrical efficiency eELEC 33.79%

Anode overpotential Zanode 0.135 V

Cathode overpotential Zcathode 0.185 V

Ohmic loss RO�Istack 0.119 V

(RO ¼ 0.21 O cm2)

Gibbs cell voltage VG 0.987 V

Joule loss RO�(Istack)2 þ
(Za þ Zc)Istack�Ncells

�2.494 kW

Entropy loss T DS �2.125 kW

Stack heat Q9 �4.619 kW

Post-combustion temperature Tadiab 960 8C
Hot exhaust heat flux Q10 �9.894 kW

Chimney heat flux Q11 �0.767 kW

Fuel pre-heater flux Q1 þ0.765 kW

Total air pre-heater flux Q2 þ Q8 þ7.844 kW

Reformer heat flux (endotherm) Q6 þ0.744 kW

Total heat balance SQ �5.926 kW

Cogeneration thermal efficiency ((SQ) � Q11)/LHV 57.66%

Input parameter set as in Table 3, base case.

Table 5

Gas composition (mol%) at various locations in the system process flow

Location CH4 CO2 H2O O2 N2 CO H2

Fuel inlet ‘‘10’’ 29.85 19.9 0.51 10.45 39.3 – –

Reformer outlet ‘‘11’’ 0.225 3.63 4.30 – 26.45 29.62 35.77

Anode outlet ‘‘18’’ – 27.41 33.06 – 26.33 5.92 7.28

System outlet ‘‘19’’ – 5.46 7.51 13.10 73.93 – –

Fig. 4. Electrical output of the biogas-fed SOFC system, using the

reference case parameter set from Table 3 as input.
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distinct from the Gibbs voltage 0.987 V calculated above,

obtained for 80% fuel conversion. The difference originates

from the fact that in the former case (Nernst situation),

the whole anode chamber corresponds to a product

concentration of 80%, whereas in the latter case (Gibbs

situation), only the anode outlet is subjected to a 80%

product fraction.

5.2. Model output response to input parameter variation

In the following, parameter range variation with respect to

the reference case is carried out, specified in Table 3.

Fig. 5 shows the variation in electrical efficiency, eELEC,

when varying the CO2 fraction in the biogas feed between 20

and 65%, which are the extreme composition limits one may

find for biogas. It is remarked that for CO2 fractions above

55%, conventional engines will cease to operate, whereas

SOFCs can easily handle dilute fuel. For the calculation in

Fig. 5, the O2-to-CH4 ratio was kept constant at 0.35, and

fuel utilisation at 0.8. Perhaps counter-intuitively, efficiency

actually increases with poorer biogas (richer in CO2), reach-

ing a flat maximum at 60% CO2 for the studied system.

Explanation is given from the fact that, for richer biogas

(higher CH4 content, hence higher input LHV numbers),

constant 80% fuel conversion leads to higher current, there-

fore to higher ohmic loss (RI2) and lower operating voltage,

as also shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 shows the variation in electrical and thermal

cogeneration efficiency upon changing the amount of air

added to the biogas stream for partial oxidation. It is evident

that eELEC drops, but to a small extent (2% points when

doubling the amount of added air), as more methane is

chemically converted in the reformer by combustion, leav-

ing less fuel available for electrical conversion on the SOFC

stack. In the present case, the imposed stack current was left

fixed at 50 A and the resulting fuel utilisation calculated,

simulating the real case situation of a stack under constant

load but experiencing air leakage in the biogas inlet (see, for

example, Fig. 3). As the fuel sent to the stack becomes leaner

with higher air fraction in the inlet, fuel conversion uf, for

constant current load of 50 A, rises and stack voltage drops

thermodynamically (higher content in oxygen species at the

anode inlet).

Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of adding also steam to the fuel

inlet. This approaches the real case situation, as the existing

SOFC system on site is operated under steam reforming

condition. Electrical efficiency eELEC drops upon adding

water because the thermodynamic voltage (OCV) drops,

indicated in the figure by the reduction in stack voltage while

fuel conversion (0.8) and stack current (56.8 A) remain

constant. Cogeneration thermal efficiency eCOGEN drops

markedly with water addition as the evaporation heat con-

sumed at the inlet is not recovered by the exhaust (no

condensation). This differs from the operation with a

water-free fuel inlet (for example, Fig. 6), where eCOGEN

rises as eELEC drops. Total system efficiency is thus reduced

from 91.5 to 80% when operating the 1:1 biogas:air feed on a

steam-to-carbon ratio of 2.

Fig. 8 treats the case of steam reforming only, having

removed air addition to the biogas inlet (the O2:CH4 ratio is

set to 0). This is equivalent to the reforming conditions used

on site. Electrical and cogeneration thermal efficiencies still

follow the same decreasing trend with increasing S:C ratio

as in Fig. 7, however, the electrical efficiency value is shifted

upwards by about 3% points (compared to Fig. 7) whereas

Fig. 5. Variation of electrical efficiency, stack current and stack voltage as

a function of CO2 content in the biogas feed.

Fig. 6. Variation in electrical and cogeneration thermal efficiencies, fuel

conversion and stack voltage, as a function of air addition to the biogas

feed, for a constant stack load (50 A).

Fig. 7. Variation in electrical and cogeneration thermal efficiencies, as

well as stack voltage, as a function of water addition to the 1:1 biogas:air

feed, at constant load (uf and Istack).
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the cogeneration thermal efficiency value is shifted down-

wards by about 3% points (compared to Fig. 3). The raise in

eELEC originates from the fact that, at the same fuel con-

version of 80%, current is substantially higher (68.9 A) than

for the case where air is present in the fuel (56.8 A). This is

again explained by the avoidance of fuel loss by chemical

conversion (partial oxidation) in the reformer when no

oxygen is added to the fuel. In fact, the electrical current

ratio 56.8/68.9 A amounts to 0.825, exactly the correction

factor obtained higher for the charge number n (¼available

fuel for electrical conversion) when calculating the Gibbs

voltage.

Fig. 9 demonstrates the variation in electrical and cogen-

eration thermal efficiencies as a function of SOFC stack

temperature between 750 and 1000 8C, at constant fuel inlet

flow and fuel utilisation (0.8) while keeping the reformer

temperature constant at the lowest limit of this temperature

range (750 8C). Inlet conditions otherwise correspond again

to the base case (1:1 biogas:air, 40% CO2 in biogas, no water

added). Evidently, owing to the thermally strongly activated

electrode processes and electrolyte conductivity, electrical

efficiency drops strongly between 850 8C (41.1%)

and 750 8C (23.6%): to maintain constant current (57 A,

constant fuel conversion, 80%), cell voltage drops drasti-

cally at lower temperature, also indicated in the figure.

Electrical efficiency levels off at the highest temperatures:

the gain obtained in lower cell electrical losses is diminished

by the concurrent drop in thermodynamic cell voltage

(OCV) at higher temperature.

Fig. 10 displays the effect of the used air excess ratio, l,

on resulting efficiencies of the biogas:air (1:1) cofeed

system. Electrical efficiency should remain constant when

operating at 1 bar. Since inlet pressures of 1.1 bar were used,

more compression work is performed at higher air flow l,

slightly decreasing net electrical output. Obviously, cogen-

eration thermal efficiency drops substantially for higher l, as

more system heat is required to preheat the larger air mass to

operating temperature. At the same time, heat recovery

potential from the hot exhaust does not increase concomi-

tantly owing to the cooling effect of the large air mass: this is

indicated in the figure by the adiabatic temperature level in

the post-combustion zone for varying l. Not accounted for in

Fig. 10 is the possible drop in electrical output, and therefore

in eELEC, at very low l (1, or stoichiometric air ratio), due to

an increase in cathode overpotential because of oxygen

transfer limitation.

Fig. 8. Variation in electrical and cogeneration thermal efficiencies, as

well as stack voltage, as a function of water addition to biogas (without air

addition), at constant fuel conversion (0.8).

Fig. 9. Variation in electrical and cogeneration thermal efficiencies, as

well as stack voltage and absolute electrical output, as a function of stack

operating temperature (biogas:air 1:1, constant fuel conversion (0.8),

reformer kept at 750 8C).

Fig. 10. Variation in electrical and cogeneration thermal efficiencies, and

adiabatic temperature of the hot system exhaust (after post-combustion), as

a function of air excess ratio l, keeping all other parameters constant (base

case, Table 3).

Fig. 11. Variation in electrical and cogeneration thermal efficiencies when

pressurising the system (without recovery from an expansion turbine at the

outlet).
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Fig. 11, finally, illustrates the effect of pressurisation on

resulting system efficiencies. Evidently for such a small

system (9 kWtotal), net electrical efficiency drops drastically

upon pressurisation (and cogeneration heat efficiency rises

concomitantly), more compression work being required at

both inlets. Not yet taken into account in Fig. 11 is the

recoverable mechanical work from expansion of hot exhaust

in a turbine nor the compensating effect of lower electrode

overpotentials due to improved mass transfer at higher

pressures. As the reported [10] increase in cell voltage for

pressurising from 1 to 3 bar amounts to 50–100 mV, the

latter gain in electrical output will remain small compared to

the higher compression loss.

6. Conclusion

A small cogeneration system based on a SOFC fed on a

renewable energy source, biogas, was presented. An existing

biogas production site (small farm, 9 kWtotal), currently

equipped with a 1 kWel SOFC demonstration stack, was taken

as starting point. A process flow diagram was defined in a

software package allowing to vary system operating para-

meters like the fuel inlet composition, reforming technology,

stack temperature and stack current (or fuel conversion). For

system simplicity, a base case parameter set was defined as the

fuel inlet of 60% CH4/40% CO2 mixed with air in a 1:1 ratio

(corresponding to combined reforming), 800 8C operating

temperature and 80% fuel conversion. A model stack, con-

sisting of 100 series elements of anode supported electrolyte

cells of 100 cm2 each, was calculated to deliver 3.1 kWel and

5.16 kWth from an input of 1.5 N m3/h of biogas (8.95 kW

LHV), corresponding to 33.8 and 57.6% electrical and cogen-

eration thermal efficiency, respectively. This electrical output

both in magnitude and efficiency compared well with experi-

mental stack results obtained on such cells. The incidence on

the efficiencies of the model system was examined by the

variation of a number of operating parameters such as the CO2

content in the biogas, the amount of air addition to the biogas

stream, the addition of steam to the fuel inlet, the air excess

ratio l and the stack operating temperature, and the results

discussed.

A number of shortcomings of the present model were

pointed out, such as the absence of reforming kinetics, the

absence of electrode diffusion overpotential and the assump-

tion of isothermally operated reformer and SOFC stack. These

aspects will be corrected in an improved model in future. It is

also planned to investigate and optimise the heat exchanger

network of the considered system, by using composite curve

theory and pinch analysis. Finally, the model can be extended

to treat also the cases of other fuel cell types (molten carbonate

MCFC operated at 650 8C, phosphoric acid PAFC at 200 8C
and polymer electrolyte PEFC at 80 8C) supplied with biogas.

Such systems will be of more important size (>100 kWel) and

therefore applicable to sewage and methanisation plants,

landfill sites and large farms. Apart from the advantage with

SOFCs in better tolerance to fuel contaminants (towards H2S

and other species), such a fuel cell type comparison will be

likely to demonstrate also the overall better system perfor-

mance of the high temperature SOFC type. Finally, exergy

analysis will be carried out.
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